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Lyme’s History in Objects No 17 – The Mary Ann of 

Lyme, an oil painting by A Beattie, 1851  

LYMPM 2007/116                                                    with two appendices 

 
The Mary Ann of Lyme, 1851. Oil on canvas 750 x 500 mm.  

Size incl frame 805 x 550 x 45mm Digitally restored 
 

This painting was purchased by the Museum in 2007 as an unframed, 
fragile and cracking canvas with flaking paint, some earlier restoration 

efforts and seriously failed attempts at cleaning. It appeared to have 
been cut from its stretcher and rolled, leaving no margins left for re-

fitting to a stretcher. There is evidence in the form of an undated short 
note that it was previously in the possession of John Fowles at 

Belmont (see below), but it was bought by the Museum from owners in  
London SW17 for £100 on 12th August 2007. In 2020, with the help of 

the Friends of Lyme Regis Museum, we had it conserved by Humphries 

& Jones of Crewkerne. It was too far gone to be restored, other than 
digitally (above), but it is now secure and has since been framed by 

the Dolphin Gallery of Colyton. It will be displayed from time to time. 
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The Mary Ann of Lyme before conservation: frame marks and two 
areas of paint loss with attempted cleaning apparent, as well as 

missing flakes showing through to the orange primer on the canvas 
 

 
After conservation, varnishing and mounted on a stretcher. 
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Little is known about the artist, A Beattie, except that his works do 
appear in sales from time to time and show that he was part of the 

British school of East Anglian landscape and maritime painters of the 
mid-19th Century. His work is typical of romantic painting of the 

period. He was active from 1840 to 1856 and painted in East Anglia, 
the Lake District, Worcestershire – and this one, Lyme Regis.  

 
The painting is well-executed and the subject well-proportioned and 

detailed, even to figures in the rigging being directed by the master on 
deck to reef the tops’l. The sea and sky are painted to good effect, and 

the background is the Cobb with its moored ships visible through the 
murky conditions of the storm. This is a dramatic painting of an 

important event in Lyme history done just before the advent of 
photography good enough to capture a moving scene. It is reportage 

work of its day.  

 

 
The back of the canvas, with paint and glue, before conservation, on a 

hardboard support, showing Beattie’s signature and notes (right 
centre). 

 
Beattie always signed his works in full on the back, with an exact date, 

describing himself as a Landscape Painter, as in this case, although 
why did he say “the wreck”, when the ship was saved? He must have 

known and within three days the local newspapers had the story of the 
ship’s salvation. He wrote: 
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Perilous Situation of the MARY ANN of Lyme Captain Horner on 
Wednesday 15th January 1851 sketched on the shore at the 

time of the wreck and Painted on the [day?] after by A Beattie, 
Landscape Painter.  

 
Condition in 2019 and Present Condition in 2020 

See the appended Condition Survey and Conservation reports by 
Emma Norris of Humphries & Jones. Full resolution copies of these are 

held digitally by the Museum. 
 

Importance of the Painting 
The painting and the story shown are important to Lyme Regis and 

this Museum. There are few maritime paintings in the collection - and 
none showing a near shipwreck in the wonderful view of the bay which 

can be had from the Museum. There are no paintings of a tops’l 

schooner in the collection and only two other paintings of Lyme-built 
ships are known.  

 
Tops’l Schooner Mary Ann of Lyme - the perilous situation 

Beattie shows the schooner in serious risk of grounding or capsizing in 
a storm off Town Beach, Lyme Regis, within 400 metres of the 

Museum site, on Wednesday 15th January 1851. Miraculously the ship 
and her crew were saved, bought into the tidal, former Cobb Gate 

Quay right by the Museum, the crew exhausted, but unharmed. The 
ship was later taken to the Cobb, un-loaded and repaired. The reports 

do not indicate why the ship escaped being fully grounded, except for 
the diligent efforts of the crew shown in the painting. There was 

nothing that could have saved the ship after the anchors came home 
other a sudden decrease in the storm and a change in the wind 

direction, giving control back to the crew. The reports say that she 

came around the arm of the Cobb with too much sail on and was 
caught by a sudden gust in her tops’l as she turned to come in, 

making her miss the Cobb entrance. Being caught by a gust from 
behind at an angle is dangerous to a ship and can rip the masts, spars 

and sails off a ship – or capsize her. At some stage she rode firm with 
both anchors down, her plight seen by the coastguards who rushed to 

help. Once the anchors failed to hold, all they could do is attempt to 
get a cable on board and haul her in using the capstan on the Cobb, 

tow her back out to sea using rowing boats (!), or re-lay the anchors 
to haul against with the ship’s capstan. All attempts failed. 

 
To be briefly grounded, get to Cobb Gate Quay with the tide actually in 

and tie up must also have been a series of miracles, for this was a fair-
weather haven, drying at low tide, although some shelter was provided 
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by Cobb Gate Jetty. This was once longer than now, curved like a hook 
and terminating in a pile of rocks, the so-called Rock Point. Today 

Cobb Gate Quay is filled with a pile of rock-armour boulders and the 
abutment of the bridge which now carries the eastern marine walk 

over the Buddle, the mouth of the River Lim. 
 

 
The same view today, from the Museum’s Mary Anning Wing.  

The long straight wall top is the new Cobb Gate Jetty and the former 

quay wall is marked by the wall in front of the blue hut, passing to the 
right past the metal barrier. 

 
Before power was available, many ships like this and their crews were 

lost off the British coast, hundreds per year in fact! Getting caught in a 
south westerly gale on a hostile south-facing lee shore was no joke. In 

Lyme Bay, there are few ports to run to, and each, apart from 

Torquay, difficult or impossible to get into in a sou’westerly gale. 
 

During the events Captain Horner must have lost his papers, for a 
week later he had a replacement master’s ticket issued at the then 

new, now closed Custom House at Cobb Hamlet.  
 

Captain John Horner came from Pagham, West Sussex, but the Lyme 
census return for 1841 shows him living at Cobb Hamlet. The 1851 

incident shows that he was still in Lyme, but presumably at sea when 
the census was taken two months later. He was master of the Mary 

Ann from 20th March 1843 to 21st August 1852, but after that the track 
is lost. 
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In 1841 census John Horner aged 26, Mariner, living at the Cobb with 
wife Mary aged 24 and son Henry aged 2.  

 
In 1851 Mary Horner, domestic, aged 33 is living with Henry aged 11 

and four other children in Marine Parade. No sign of John Horner, but 
he might have been at sea (census date 30th March). 

 

 
The counterfoil of Captain Horner’s new master’s ticket (National 

Archives via Ancestry.co.uk). 

 
In 1861 Mary Horner, grocer, aged 43 is living with six children at the 

Cobb. No sign of John Horner, but he might have been at sea or lost at 
sea. 

 

Information from Lyme ship researcher A E Coxsedge’s papers 
at Lyme Regis Museum 

 
Mary Ann was a smack of 116 tons built by Henry Dinham Chard at the 

Cobb Shipyard (now Ozone Terrace) in 1809, re-rigged and extended  
in 1832 as a two-masted schooner at Bridport Harbour, now West Bay.  
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As first built in 1809 by Henry Chard, Lyme Regis, no. 438: 
Smack, single deck, square stern 116 tons, LOA 69ft, Beam 21ft, 

Depth 10ft 10in.  
 

Converted to two masted tops’l schooner 16th April 1832 by 
John Cox and/or William Good at Bridport; 143 tons LOA, 77ft 

6in, beam 21ft 2in, depth 10ft 10in. Added copper bottom, new 
deck, new topside and new wales. 

 
Owners (shared owning was normal):  

1. William Good/George Brown/George Darby/William 
Fowler/George Fowler/William Fowler/Daniel Fowler (London) 

1810 
2. James Hodder, George Darby/William Swain/Ephraim 

Matthews to 1832 

3. William Swain/Ephraim Matthews/George Darby to 1836 
4. Thomas Walker/William Swain/Ephraim Matthews to 1839 

 
Masters: in sequence: John Anning, John Howe, John Elliott, 

Joseph Green, William Pearson, Joseph Green, William Crush, 
Jacob Fudge, James Gregory, Eli Dollin, John Horner (20th Mar 

1843-21st Aug 1852), John Collier, William Hellyer, Henry Miller, 
George Walker, George Clarke to 1854. 

 
Armament – four guns 

 
Figurehead – bust of a woman 

 
Insurance Rating at Lloyds: A1 in 1812, E1 in 1824 

 

Register Port: Lyme 26th Feb 1810, Bridport 16th April 1820, 
Lyme 20th May 1839 to... 

 
Newspaper reports of the 1851 incident 

(verbatim, some cuttings cut too tight to record the journal) 
 

Lyme Regis, Jan 15 1851- Wind SW, blowing a tremendous gale. 
The schooner Mary Ann, Horner, of this port, from Sunderland, was 

riding off the harbour with both anchors down, when the sea made a 
complete breach over her, and she slipped and came on shore at the 

Cobb-Gate; crew saved. 
  
Lyme Regis, Jan 15 1851 Shipping Disaster: - Another serious 

Accident has occurred on our shore, but not of so fatal a character as 
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last week. The Mary Ann, of this port, the property of Mr. R. C. Walker, 
was observed on Wednesday, about noon, making for the harbour, the 

wind blowing “great guns” from the south and west; her canvass was 
greatly shattered, she ran from the westward, and very nicely rounded 

the head of the harbour wall, but the wind just then catching her 
topsail, she received a check which prevented her running up to the 

quay. Finding she was going astern, the crew threw out their anchors, 
and for a time she rode nobly, but as the anchors were "coming 

home,” she shifted towards the shore, and night coming on, Mr. 
Walker signalled the crew to slip the cables, and this being done, she 

quickly touched the ground, and ultimately was drawn alongside the 
Cobb-gate jetty, where the crew in a fearfully exhausted state were 

taken from her. Great praise is due to Capt. Willoughby, Lieut. 
Stanbridge, and the whole staff of the Coast Guard, for they left no 

effort untried to save the vessel and the crew, but we fear their efforts 

with respect to the former will prove fruitless, while the preservation of 
the crew must afford them ample satisfaction. During the gale one of 

the fishing sloops in the harbour parted from her moorings and 
sustained considerable injury by thumping against the pier wall; and 

the corporation barge was beaten to pieces. The want of a lifeboat was 
very much felt. One boat sent adrift from the Victoria pier with a rope, 

with a view to the line forming a connexion between the Mary Ann and 
the shore, was beaten to pieces against her bulwarks, which led Capt. 

Willoughby and his men had to abandon an attempt they were making 
to reach the vessel in a boat, and to return again to land. Exeter & 

Plymouth Gazette Saturday 18 Jan 1851. 

  
Lyme Regis, Jan 17 1851 - The Mary Ann, of this port, from 

Sunderland, has come on shore at the Cobb Gate, crew saved. Globe, 
January 18, 1851 
  
Lyme Regis, Jan 1851 - The Mary Ann was got off and brought into 
the harbour this morning. The greater part of the cargo has been 

saved. Newcastle Guardian and Tyne Mercury, January 25, 1851. 
[note: the fate of the Lyme crew is of no consequence compared with 

the saving of goods from North East of England, which may not yet 
have been paid for!] 
  
Lyme Regis, Jan 22 1851 - SW, fresh, fine. The master and crew of 
the schooner Mary Ann, which came on shore during the awful gale of 

the 15th inst., as reported, desire to express their sincere thanks, 
through the medium of the Shipping and Mercantile Gazette, to Capt 

Willoughby RN, and the officers and men of the preventive service 
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under his command, and also to those gentlemen of the town who with 
them exerted themselves so nobly on that distressing occasion. 

Shipping and Mercantile Gazette, January 23, 1851. 
 

Sadly, the Mary Ann was finally wrecked 
The Mary Ann was run down by the 132-ton King’s Lynn-registered 

iron schooner Admiral Collingwood off or at Robin Hood’s Bay near 
Whitby in Yorkshire on or just before 31st January 1856. She was a 

total wreck; just went to pieces, but the Lyme were crew saved, three 
got onto the Collingwood, the other three, including the captain got 

into Mary Ann’s boat and were picked up by a passing ship nine hours 
later and landed ashore.  
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This a part of the East Coast, with its rocky coastline of similar Liassic 
strata to Lyme Regis, is treacherous. It somewhat ironic that she 

ended up on similar Lias ledges (or reefs) to those at Lyme; the  
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Yorkshire ledges are called “scars”. These run out either side of Robin 

Hood’s Bay at Peak Steel and Castle Chamber. 
 

She may well have carried Blue Lias stone on the outward run for 
making into hydraulic cement in Sunderland, where the Lyme stone 

was a popular feedstock for cement in dock construction. I recall North 
Thames Gas Board motor colliers passing within a few hundred yards 

of the scars in 1969, attempting to shorten their passage from 
Tyneside or Wearside to London’s waterside gas works, but always at 

risk of running aground or meeting their sister ships on their return, if 
a proper watch was neglected. 

 
Newspaper Report of the Loss 

Lyme - On Thursday [31st January 1856] last the distressing 

intelligence arrived by electric telegraph, via Dorchester, of the total 
destruction at sea, off Whitby, in Yorkshire, of the schooner Mary Ann, 

of this port, Cox, master, the property of Mr. Robert Cox Walker, 
merchant, at the Cobb. The ill-fated vessel was run into by an iron 

ship, the Admiral Collingwood, of Lynn, and cut down to the water’ 
edge. The crew, six in number, are fortunately all saved. The night 

was very dark and tempestuous and three of them jumped on board 
the Collingwood, but the Captain and two others kept to the vessel till 

they found her going to pieces, when they took boat and attempted to 
gain the shore, but were prevented by the roughness of the sea and 

after being driven about for nine hours and suffering greatly from cold, 
&c, they were taken in tow by a vessel passing them and were most 

kindly treated by the Captain, before being put on shore. The poor 
fellows have lost all their clothes and any other property they might 

have had. Sherborn Mercury Tuesday 5th February 1856 
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For comparison only: A photo of a ship blown out of the Cobb, maybe 

in 1857. This is NOT the same incident or ship, but was thought by 

John Fowles to be the Mary Ann. His note (below) was loose in the 
Lister Thesaurus against the above postcard. 
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Appendix 1 
 

CONDITION REPORT[Converted to WORD by LRM from original pdf. The 

pdf can be found on the Museum’s digital archive] 

 

HUMPHRIES 

& JONES 

SCULPTURE AND ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION 

LOCATION/OWNER: Lyme Regis Museum REF/ACCESSN : LYMPM 

2007/116 

ADDRESS: 

Bridge Street 

Lyme Regis 

DT7 3QA 

EXAMINED BY: 

E. Norris 

Humphries & Jones 

DATE: 

07 May 2019 

IDENTIFICATION OF WORK 

ARTIST: 

A. Beattie 

Labelled and signed to the 

verso of canvas, maybe by 

artist? 

TITLE: 

Mary Ann of Lyme 

SIGNATURE/DATE: 

1851 

To the verso, possible date 

of near-shipwreck? 

MEDIUM/TECHNIQUE: 

Oil painting on canvas 

DIMENSIONS: 

500x750mm 

FRAME/SUPPORT: 

Unsupported and Unframed 

NOTES/STATUS: 

The painting is currently held flat between sheets of acid-free tissue and hard board and due 

to its fragile, very poor state cannot be lifted or held without support. it is not suitable for 

display in its present condition. 

The front and reverse of the painting were viewed under natural light, both incident and 

raking and using x80 low-level magnification. it was not possible to use transmitted light due 

to the fragile nature of the canvas. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ITEM 

SUBJECT: 

The general history of the subject matter has been well documented by the Lyme Regis 

Research Team, though the specific history and provenance of the painting itself is unknown. 

The topsail schooner was built and registered in Lyme Regis and eventually run down by an 

iron ship off the Yorkshire coast and lost. The event depicted shows a near-shipwreck in 

Lyme Bay near Cobb Gate Quay. 

GROUND/PAINT LAYERS: 

Red primer and white ground layers evident across areas of loss within the painting and at 

the tacking margins. The surface applications of oil paint appear to have been applied by 

brush in thin layers. 

SURFACE COATING: 

Varnished. 

PRIMARY SUPPORT: canvas. 

SECONDARY SUPPORT: 

None. 

FRAME: 

None. 

 

GENERAL IMAGE 

Front of painting depicting near shipwreck in Lyme Bay. 
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Reverse of painting showing labels and inscription. 

 

 

OVERALL PAINTING CONDITION 

The painting has a thin veil of surface dirt. The varnish has discoloured and 

darkened and it is this that masks the vibrancy of the original colours and details 

of the painting. 

An overall low-level cracking pattern was noted across the painted surface, 

though some larger cracks and associated paint losses were observed at specific 
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locations. 

The canvas itself is extremely fragile and cracked. The verso is stained with 

signs of previous glue repairs; damage and small areas of loss were also noted. 

An attempt has been made to undertake cleaning to the painting's surface. This 

has been badly executed, though fortunately restricted to four main areas within 

the sea and sky; the ship itself remains intact. 

 

SUPPORT/FRAME CONDITION: 

Not applicable 

DETAIL CONDITION: 

LOCATIONS OF ITEMS NOTED: (not to scale, to be viewed in conjunction with 

photographs included) 
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KEY: 

 

Letters refer to measurements taken from: left (L), right (R), top (T) and bottom 

(B) 
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GROUND/PAINT LAYERS: 

The painting is lightly soiled only, with most discolouration and darkening due to 

an aged varnish application. 

The painting surface has an overall fine cracked pattern. This has most likely 

occurred as a result of drying out of the varnish, paint film/binder, ground and 

preparation/support layers due to relative 

humidity and temperature fluctuations. Generally these appear to be stable and if 

environmental conditions are kept within safe margins should not spread. 

 

Fine cracking to painted surface 

Some deeper cracks with cupping were observed, most notably to the top left 

corner of the painting where the canvas had been folded, immediately above the 

ship's hull between the masts and across the sky where the light disappears 

behind the clouds. Where there is associated loss of paint it appears that the 

cracks only penetrate the surface paint layers; the ground layers appear to be 

more stable and in many locations still remain. This suggests that some amount 

of cleavage or separation has occurred between these paint applications, 

however no obvious areas of blind cleavage were noted elsewhere when viewed 

with raking light. 

 

No signs of damage due to mechanical forces or from handling of the canvas 

without sufficient support were noted. 
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Clockwise from top left: deeper running crack across sky (120mm from right), 

crack between the ship masts (50mm) and crack along the line of a previous fold 

in the canvas. 

 

 

 

 

 

Many of the losses to the paint surface are associated with the areas of previous 

repair. The ground layers are still present in most cases. The stretcher markers 

are visible along the outside edge of the painting (right). 
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The canvas has buckled slightly and the painting appears wrinkled with slight 

rippling of the painted surface observed with raking light. A deformation to the 

painting's surface in the form of a raised line was noted towards the outside edge 

of the painting, which corresponds with the stretcher marks noted on the verso. 

 

 

 

Rippling to the painting surface was clearly visible with a raking light. The line of 

the previous stretcher is visible along the top edge of the image above. 
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The stretcher mark is visible along the bottom edge of the painting (left) as well 

as the dull flat appearance of the over-painting in contrast to the glossy varnish 

finish. 

 

The painting has undergone previous restoration. These areas have been over 

‘cleaned' and infilling and over-painting to small areas of loss appears to cover 

more original paint than necessary. The large-scale over-painting appears matt 

against the original varnish coating. 
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Previous repairs include over cleaning to the varnish and paint layers, infilling 

and over-painting which now covers wider areas. 

 

Heat has been applied to the paint surface across the areas of repair, 

presumably in order to lay down lifted paint flakes. Slight bubbling and pitting to 

the flattened paint surface was noted across these repaired areas (right), it is 

likely that excessive heat may have been applied. 

 

An unexplained white cross mark has been marked on the painting towards the 

top right corner (right). 
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A linear section (approximately 20x130mm) across the bottom edge of the 

painting appears to have been repaired. This area is covered by the accession 

label on the verso and so was difficult to examine thoroughly. 
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Possible repair along the bottom edge of the painting (top left). Tears and small 

areas of loss to the canvas were noted at a few locations. Two small fragments 

of canvas were found within the acid-free tissue protections. 
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SURFACE COATING: 

A final varnish most likely consisting of natural resins has been applied to the 

painting to even out the gloss, to saturate the colours and to protect the paint 

surface. This has discoloured/darkened over time and has a streaky appearance 

in places, this discolouration is most apparent across the paler areas such as 

the clouds in the sky. The darkened varnish has collected within the crazed paint 

surface highlighting the fine cracks. 

 

 

 

 

The discoloured varnish coating has darkened the overall appearance of the 

painting. 

 

PRIMARY SUPPORT: 
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General staining and patchy residues of adhesive across the verso have 

highlighted crease marks to the canvas. Specific crease marks indicating where 

the canvas might have been previously folded were noted at a few locations. 

 

Left: Crease marks and staining noted  Right: Crease mark to the top right 

indicating where verso of the painting has been folded. 

 

The canvas is extremely fragile and worn, corner edges have frayed and curled 

and few small tears and folded edges were noted along the outside edges. Two 

small fragments of detached canvas had collected within the acid-free tissue 

protections. 
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Details showing a selection of areas of damage and loss to the canvas. 

 

 

The black inscription on the back of the canvas is still just legible. Two labels 

have been adhered to the verso, one describes the painting's subject matter and 

date and the other refers to the painting's accession reference, both appear to 

have discoloured with age and the writing has faded. 
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Details showing labels and inscription on verso. 

 

 

Patchy residues of a white fill-like/paint substance covers areas on the back of 

the canvas, these may have been associated with repairs to the surface painting 

or most likely to a previous support. This white overlies parts of the inscription, 
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suggesting it was applied at a later date. Isolated marks of white/cream paint 

were also evident. 

 

 

 

 

 

Details showing areas of patchy white substance covering the canvas back of the 

painting. A running crack/tear to the canvas has been consolidated beneath the 

white (left). The white and cream also appear to be over-lying the inscription 

(above right). 
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White/cream paint marks on the canvas verso. 

 

A dark stained rectangular section of glue-like substance covers an area along 

the bottom section of the canvas (right) and is associated with previous 

restoration to the painting. A long running tear to the canvas has been 

consolidated as part of this repair. 

 

 

 

The pale shadow/outline of the previous support frame (approximately 30-40mm) 

is apparent around the outside edge of the verso. This stretcher mark suggests 

that the canvas may have been in contact with the stretcher bars when the 

ground and paint layers were applied. 
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Detail and overall view of the verso of the painting showing the pale 

border/outline of the previous stretcher. 

 

SECONDARY SUPPORT: Not applicable 

 

FRAME: 

Not applicable 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

AUXILIARY SUPPORT: 

The painting is extremely fragile in its current state. Measures are in place to 

protect and support the painted canvas and restrictions on movement are well 

observed. The painting is currently sandwiched between sheets of acid free 

tissue and hardboard. 

 

Tensioning structures such as stretcher or strainer should be avoided, as the 

primary support is too weak. However the canvas could be adequately supported 

and mounted onto an auxiliary support such a ridged, conservation grade, inert 

backing board. There are several options available, though one possibility would 

be a clear acrylic sheet, as this material would allow the labels and inscription 

and other items of interest on the back of the painting to remain visible. other 
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backing board materials exist and the advantages and disadvantages of each 

should be further discussed. The painting could be adhered in full or attached at 

the edges of the board. 

 

FULL RESTORATION: 

Full restoration involving cleaning, consolidation and retouching to the damaged 

surface could be undertaken but may not be desirable. The museum may wish to 

present the painting with its inappropriate interventions as a complete history of 

the item. A facsimile of the painting without the damage could be produced 

digitally and displayed alongside the original. 

 

REMEDIAL WORKS: 

Emergency consolidation is recommended; this process may go hand in hand 

with surface dirt removal. untreated flaking and cupping will result in the further 

loss of paint layers and ground. The vulnerable 

paint surface, most notably the deeper running cracks and edges of small 

lacunae should be consolidated to prevent further damage. 

 

DISPLAY: 

The mounted canvas would be more stable for handling and could then either be 

framed or presented within an environmentally controlled space under glass. 

The painting should be kept away from direct sunlight and low levels of UV (max 

75 pW/lm) and LUX (max 200Lux) need to be maintained. continued monitoring 

of light levels is required. if installed beneath glass, UV filters could be applied to 

glass covering the painting with display restricted to 6 out of every 12 months. 

The painting requires stable relative humidity and temperature conditions and 

fluctuations should be avoided. if possible both when on display and in storage a 

controlled environment should be maintained. 

 

Although it may be difficult to achieve ideal standards, the very best possible 
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conditions, within the limitations should be the aim. The emphasis should be on 

achieving stable levels of temperature (20 +/- 2°c) and relative humidity (RH 50 

+/- 10%), minimum light levels and elimination of all UV light. Ultraviolet light is by 

far the most damaging portion of the electromagnetic spectrum and it adds little 

or nothing to our visual perception of objects. 

The painting has suffered from the effects of drying. However all materials have 

some tolerance in their response to fluctuations in relative humidity. If kept to 

within a range of 50%, +/-10% RH, swelling or contracting is naturally reversible 

and even destructive chemical and mechanical processes can be held to a 

minimum. 

 

HANDLING: 

At present the canvas is too fragile to handle without further support and 

remedial conservation. 

 

FURTHER EXAMINATION: 

Further examination of the painting using ultraviolet (UV) and infrared is 

recommended. Information obtained from UV fluorescence and infrared 

photography of paint and varnish surfaces would help provide additional insights 

into the condition of the painting and artist technique. 

 

RESEARCH: 

More research into the artist and the provenance of the painting and its 

connection to the maritime history of Lyme may be undertaken. 

 

CONTINUED INSPECTION: 

Future examinations such as inspection reports or cumulative reports should be 

carried out at regular intervals to record possible changes in condition. When on 

display these checks should be undertaken on a weekly basis. In storage while 

the object is considered fragile or particularly sensitive checks should be every 
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month, however once stable or considered to be at minimum risk these can be 

reduced to every six months to a year. 

 

Minor changes will be recorded for future reference, major or repeated changes 

should alert museum staff of the need for treatment, as well as the mitigation of 

the possible cause of damage. 

 

NAME: 

E. Norris 

On behalf of: Humphries & Jones Ltd 

SIGNED: 

 

D ATE : 

30-07 - 2019 
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Appendix 2 

MARY ANN CONSERVATION RECORD       

[CONVERTED TO WORD FROM AN OCR’D PAPER DOCUMENT PDF BY LRM. THE PDF IS 

HELD ON THE DIGITAL ARCHIVE] 

 

OWNER: Lyme Regis Museum, 

Bridge Street, Lyme Regis, DT7 

3QA 

TITLE: Mary Ann of Lyme 

J. A. Beattie, 1851 inscribed on 

recto 

ACCESSION NO: 

LRM 2007/116 

HUMPHRIES & JONES 

 

MATERIAL: Oil painting on canvas, unframed  

CONSERVED BY: Georgie Dennis and Emma Norris, HUMPHRIES & JONES LTD 

DATE: 21/05/2020 

LOCATION OF DISPLAY / STORE: Lyme Regis Museum, Lyme Regis 

DIMENSIONS: 500mm x 750mm. 

 

DESCRIPTION: 

The general history of the subject matter has been well documented by the Lyme 

Regis Research Team, though the specific history and provenance of the 

painting itself is unknown. The topsail schooner was built and registered in Lyme 

Regis and eventually run down by an iron ship off the Yorkshire Coast and lost. 

The event depicted shows a near-shipwreck in Lyme Bay near Cobb Gate Quay. 

 

CONDITION: 

Before treatment the painting was unsupported and unframed, and the canvas 

held flat between sheets of acid-free tissue and hard board. Due to its fragile, 

very poor state it could not be lifted or held without support and was not suitable 

for display. 

Red primer and white ground layers are evident across areas of loss within the 

painting and at the tacking margins. The surface applications of oil paint appear 

to have been applied by brush in thin layers. The painting had a thin veil of 
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surface dirt. The varnish has discoloured and darkened, and it is this that masks 

the vibrancy of the original colours and details of the painting. An overall low-

level cracking pattern was noted across the painted surface, though some larger 

cracks and associated paint losses were observed at specific locations. 

The canvas itself was extremely fragile and cracked. The verso is stained with 

signs of previous glue repairs; damage and small areas of loss were also noted. 

 

PREVIOUS INTERVENTIONS - SUPPORTS & FRAME: 

A previous attempt had been made to undertake cleaning to the painting’s 

surface. This was badly executed, though fortunately restricted to four main 

areas within the sea and sky; the ship itself remains intact. 

 

Recto, before treatment. 
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Verso, before treatment. 

 

Details of losses and unstable paint with red ground showing through. 

 

 

Details of 

craquelure.
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Details of old adhesive, patching and labelling, 

 

2007/116 accession label (retained but detail of damage to the comer of the 

canvas since covered by new stretcher). 
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT: 

After testing to gauge the painting’s reaction to aqueous solutions, the painted 

surface was gently cleaned using swabs of a solution of weak boric acid buffered 

with citric acid and adjusted with sodium hydroxide (pH 8, conductivity 780 

pS/cm) to remove surface soiling. The conductivity is adjusted to within ten times 

that of an oil paint film in order to avoid pushing in or extracting ionic material due 

to hyper or hypo-tonicity. The pH is kept below 9, above which level of alkalinity 

there is a danger of swelling the paint surface, but above 6, below which the 

solution might be ineffective at attracting dirt away from the surface. Areas where 

the paint was extremely fragile and powdery were left until effective consolidation 

was carried out. It was not possible to clean the recto at this point as it was 

impossible to turn the painting due to the fragility of the paint layers and the 

instability of the canvas. 

 

Various consolidants were tested for efficacy. Firstly, warm rabbit skin glue, 

which was only moderately successful. Lascaux 4176 proved better, but 

ultimately the only way to secure the unstable and powdery paint without risking 

further losses was by spray application. A solution of 7% Aquazol 50 in 

isopropanol was chosen for its combination of penetrative and adhesive qualities 

and sprayed across the whole canvas. This not only adhered the powdery paint 

but helped relax cleavages and deep craquelure without affecting the texture and 

gloss of the painting. A solution of 7% Aquazol 500 in isopropanol was then 

gently brushed on areas of particular weakness to provide greater adhesion. This 

was left to dry. 

 

To relax deformations, the canvas was laid on sheets of Bondina tissue which 

had been misted with 2:1 demineralised water and IDA. A sheet of Melinex was 

placed over the front of the canvas followed by Evalon tissue as padding followed 
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by a system of board and weights to exert light pressure. This was left for a few 

days to take effect. 

Once the canvas and paint layers were stable and deformations improved, the 

canvas was ready to strip line. Linen strips and Beva film were chosen as the 

most suitable method. The strips were pre-shrunk, keyed and then ironed on with 

an overlap of approx. 3cm on the reverse of the canvas. Two small loose 

fragments were adhered back in place during this process. The whole could then 

be stretched onto the new stretcher leaving a border of approx. 2mm around the 

original canvas and tacked in place. 

 

 

 

 

 

Placing the linen strips and tacking on to the new stretcher. 

 

Once strip lined, the painting could be safely handled and turned over. The 

reverse side was then cleaned, removing some old adhesive residues and 

surface dirt. The painting was further examined with transmitted light, which 
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revealed further areas of weakness in the canvas. Bevatex strips were chosen to 

reinforce these areas, being less intrusive than patches but still offering 

additional support. The strips were secured with a tacking iron and then toned 

back with pigment and watercolour. The canvas was then keyed out and the keys 

secured with monofilament. 

 

Details showing the weak areas of canvas through transmitted light. 

 

Details of the Bevatex reinforcement strips before toning. 
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Recto, after treatment. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: 

The works undertaken have involved mostly remedial conservation treatment to 

clean and consolidate the painted canvas. The mounted canvas is now far more 

stable for handling and can be displayed framed or not. Follow museum 

guidelines for handling and moving objects. 

 

Although now attached to a stretcher, care was taken to only tension the canvas 

as far as appropriate and some deformations are still apparent, suitable lighting 

and display may help minimise their appearance. 

 

The painting should be kept away from direct sunlight and low levels of UV (max 

75 pW/lm) and LUX (max 200LUX) need to be maintained. Continued monitoring 

of light levels is required. If installed beneath glass, UV filters could be applied to 

glass covering the painting with display restricted to 6 out of every 12 months. 

The painting requires stable relative humidity and temperature conditions and 

fluctuations should be avoided. If possible both when on display and in storage a 

controlled environment should be maintained. 

 

Although it may be difficult to achieve ideal standards, the very best possible 

conditions, within the limitations should be the aim. The emphasis should be on 

achieving stable levels of temperature (20 +/- 2°C) and relative humidity (RH 50 

+/-10%), minimum light levels and elimination of all UV light. Ultraviolet light is by 

far the most damaging portion of the electromagnetic spectrum and it adds little 

or nothing to our visual perception of objects. 

 

The museum may wish to present the painting highlighting its inappropriate 

previous interventions as a complete history of the item. A facsimile of the 

painting without the damage could be produced digitally and displayed alongside 

the original. 

 

End 


